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Tte meeting '••as caJled t o or der at 1C.50 a .m. 

AG~~rA ITEMS 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 
120, 122 and 126 (continued) 

Mr. BERASATEGUI (Argentina) (interpretation from Spanish): In a statement 

at the 2073rd meeting of the Committee the Fermanent Representative of Argentina 

referred to the present state of disarmament negotiations and discussed a certain 

number of priority items on our agenda. l·~y delegation now wishes to pursue 

those points, together with some others, and in so doing we shall try to 

concentrate on those proposals which have appeared in the form of draft texts and 

accordingly need careful examination so that their authors ma~be able to take 

into account the views expressed in the First Committee. 

I should like to begin by referring to the two identical draft conventions 

on the prohibition of action to influence the environment and climate for military 

and other hostile purposes, presented by the Soviet Union and the United States in 

the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament (CCD). Naturally, my country is 

second to none in its desire to protect the environment, through suitable 

international actio:1. 'I'hat is why last year we sponsored in the Assembly 

resolution 3264 (XXIX), which requested the CCD to proceed as soon as possible to 

draft an agreement on the question and at the same time transmitted to the CCD the 

draft convention which had bee~ in our opinion, so opportunely presented by the 

Soviet Union. 

Subsequently, at the 686th plenary meeting at the CCD, we had occasion to make 

a certain number of preliminary comments on the draft conventions submitted to the 

CCD and consequently to make a number of points and ask some questions of the authors 

on the precise scope of the documents. Since both documents are before the General 
" Assembly for the first time I think it appropriate to remind representatives of our 

questions and to explain our reasons for asking them. We trust that at the 

forthcoming session of the CCD the authors of the drafts will be able to reply to 

our observations. 

In our opinion, the third and fourth preambular paragraphs of the drafts 

seriously limit the scope of the prohibition of climate-changing techniques for 

military and other hostile purposes. Nor does the preamble make any reference to 

the aim of any collate ral measure, which is the promotion of general and complete 

iisarmament under effective international control. 
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(Mr. Berasategui. Argentina) 

In Geneva we pointed out that article I of the drafts referred simply to the 

prohibition of: 

" ••• environ~ental modification techniques having widespread, long-lasting 

or severe effects as the ~eans of destruction, damage or injury to another 

State party. 11 (CCD/471 and CCD/472). 

Such a qualification ap~ears highly restrictive, since it qualifies what is to 

be prohibited in such a way as to make it possible, even legitimate, to use 

environmental modification techniques for military or other hostile purposes so 

long as they do not produce tre effects to which I have referred. We believe that 

situation needs to be corrected, because if we go by the text of the drafts we 

see that tte purpose pursued by their authors is the prohibition and not merely tr.e 

limitation of the use of such technology. 
; 

We note also the omission of a provision similar to that of article X, 

paragraph 1, of the Convention on the Prohibition of the revelopment, Production and 

' \ Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin '..Jeapons and on their 

Destruction, relating to the exchange of equi~ment, material and information for 

peaceful purposes. Such a provision is essential, particularly for the developing 

countries, on account of tr.e importance which environmental modification techniques 

may acquire if trey are used at any time with productive purposes in mind. 

The draft also failed to take account, ~rhaps through an involuntary emission, 

of the periodic convening of a review conference to consider the implementation 

of the purposes and provisions of the proposed convention. An arrangement of that 

kind is provided for in other disarmament agreements and I suggest that there is no 

valid reason for departing from that practice in the present case. 

We have noted with satisfaction that the authors of the drafts are prepared 

to consider, in a s~irit of negotiation, the changes which would be necessary in 

order to arrive at a more complete and more precise text than those submitted to 

the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament. We can assure them that we, for 

our part, will work constructively towards the preparation of such texts so that 

the General Assembly may have before it a document capable of gaining wide 

acceptance. 
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(Vir. BerasB:_tegui_z_ ~rgentina) 

I should like now to refer to the draft resolutions in documents A/C.l/L.707 

and L.711, presented originally by the Soviet Union. I should like to express 

our tharuts to the Soviet delegatio~ for this new contribution to the work of 

the United Nations in the disarmament field. 

The draft resolution in document A/C.l/L. 707 should be considered together uith 

its annex, which is a draft treaty on the complete and general prohibition of 

nuclear-weapon tests. We believe it has become increasingly evident with the 

passage of time that the five nuclear-weapons States ~ust co-operate in order 

to bring about a cessation of weapon testing in all environments. From that 

point of view the c.pprccch in tl:e dcct:~P.nt is correct, but ' ' e uould drmr attention 

to paragraph 2 of the draft resolution, which does not seem to us to indicate the 

nest appropric.te rrocerlure, fe-r tFo reasons. 
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First, because t~e ~e~oti~tions ~reposed tter~~~ shculd ~Gt be 

linited to those five Powers, althouch their participation is essential 

:":lr the tre3.ty to ce ~on~:..uC.ed. iJon-r.'.l::::..e'lr--... e'irC:1 States b.ave ,q 

leeitimate interest in this question and it should be recognized that they have 

the status of parties to any effort connected with the cessation of nuclear

~eapon testing and the establishment of an international regime for peaceful 

nuclear explosions on a non-discriminatory basis. 

Secondly, the proposed date, 31 i·farch 1976, coincides with the date 

agreed on for the entry into force of the -:.J-.r.:::sf.old. Treaty 

concluded between the United States and the Soviet Union. The link thus 

established is not likely to facilitate acceptance by those States 

which are being invited to negotiate. 

The choice of a suitable forum is in this case, as 1n others, a matter of 

Great importance. The present choices have not offered viable alternatives to 

the authors, simply because we do not have available a negotiating forum with 

full representation of nuclear-weapon States. In this respect, we should 

recall yet again that organizational problems are very often more importl'lnt 

than ttey might seem at first sight. 

With respect to the draft resolution in doc~ent A/C.l/1.711, we 

followed with particular interest the explanations that were given by the 

Soviet delegation when it presented that draft to the Committee. Those 

explanations dispelled certain doubts and provided useful information 

for determining the precise scope of that initiative. ~~shall not 

here embark on a detailed examination of the text of the annexed draft agreement 

because we understand it to be a legal moC.el, as it ~ere, which, before it 

becomes definitive is subject to \vhatever cor"tributicns may result from 

the consideration and ccffi~arison by experts of the levels attained by science 

and technology in the generation of new systems of weapons of mass destruction. 

In other words, we have a model now available to us which will serve as a point 

of departure in a technological undertaking, which in turn will make it 

possible to determine whether or not the model satisfies the purposes and scope 

of an eventual prohibition. 
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(Mr. Berasategui, Argentina) 

For example, environrr.eutal rr.odification techniques for military or 9ther 

hostile purposes may produce the sarr:e sort of effects as >;eapons of mass 

destruction. P.o..:ever, these techniques have their own s.r:;ecial features "''hich 

require special regulations, as ..:as clearly understood by the authors of the 

draft conventions presented to the Conference of the Cc~~ittee on Disarmament 

(CCD). As we see it, the Soviet initiative does not, therefore, exclude special 

solutions for individual cases. 

If our interpretation of the intentions of the co-authors is correct, it 

might be possible to amend the o.r:;erative part of the draft resolution in 

docurr:ent A/C.l/L.7ll in certain minor ways which would, in our opinion, allo..: 

for a very considerable increase in the number of sponsors. My delegation is 

prepared to co-oferate in any efforts made to achieve that aim. 

Before I conclude these remarks, I wish to refer to another question which, 

if it has not the same characteristics as the one I have just been considering, 

is nevertheless of special importance for my delegation. A nurr:ber of speakers 

in this debate have stated that it is necessary to strengthen the regirr:e of 

the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons by the extension or 

application of safeguards to all peaceful activities of States not parties to the 

Treaty. As this raises some rather delicate political and legal problems, we 

wish to state our position on it. 

First of all, no treaty and no provisions of a treaty can be imposed on 

third States which have decided, in exercise of their £Overeignty, not to sign 

the treaty. This applies also to the safeguards system under the 

Non-Proliferation Treaty. 

Secondly, somewhat surprisingly, no mention has been made here of the fact 

that the International Atomic Energy Agency already has a safeguards system, in 

accordance with its statute, which has never been regarded as inappropriate and 

which covers a wide range of activities. According to the recent report of the 

Agency (A/10168 and Corr.l and Add.l) there are 30 nuclear power stations, 

60 reactors of other types, 20 fuel plants and 109 areas of accounting subject 

to such safeguards. 
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Thirdly, it tas not been pointed cut that these safeguards, applic~ble 

to certain specific nuclear materials, are broader than those provided for in 

the Non-Proliferation Treaty with respect to the scope of prohibition; in other 

words, what is to be understood by military purposes. 

Fourthly, no mention has been made of the fact that various States not 

parties to the Non-Proliferation Treaty have freely accepted these safeguards, 

so that in fact prnctically all their installations are subject to tte 

safeguards. 
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Fifthly, if what is beinG s·J;[ t::sted is that the develo;:ed countries sf1ould use 

their technological and financial capacity in order to insist on a s.r;ecific 

safeguard regime which ether in~crting States do not accept, it should be recalled 

that operations involving the ir:J~o! · ting of nuclear materials ar.d equipment are, 

in certain cases, a matter of appropriateness at a given tiree, and need not reflect 

the impossibility of mobilizing r:.ational resources and technology. In other words, 

if one is not obliged to sell, then one cannot be obliged to buy under unacceptable 

conditions when it is rcssible, rerhaps at a sliGhtly higher cost, to build with 

one 1 s own resources, without having to accept such conditions. 

Mr. MIKAHAGU (Burundi) (interpretation from French): Each one of you 

might wonder why a small country and one as weak as Burundi is should have &ny 

interest in disarmament, whereas the responsibility for geniune disarmament lies 

with the major nuclear Powers. In may opinion, it is precisely the weaker countries 

which should be concerned with the disarmament question, since they are the real 

victims of the arms race. For it is no mere chance that all bloody conflicts and 

hotbeds of tension are confined, not within the polygons of the super-Pcwers or the 

industrial countries, but always within the developing countries. 

Furthermore, the struggle of U :t: major Powers to achieve world hegemony and 

to share out the zones of political and economic influence creates a feeling of 

insecurity among the third-vrorld countries, and leads them to accept substantial 

military expenditures to the detrireent of development expenditure, so that they will 

be able to resist any possible aggression. There is no shortage of arms for 

supplying them, since the major Powers, one of whose most prosperous industries 

is the industry of death, are manufacturing the most sophisticated and diabolical 

weapons, and wish to get rid of the military stockpiles they regard as obsolete. 

Thirty years ago the United nations proclaimed that it wished to save 

succeeding generations from the scourge of war which twice in a lifetime had 

brought untold sorrow ~o mankind, and to practise tolerance and live 

together in reace with cne e.nother as gcod neighbours. Son:e speakers who 
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preceded me pointed out that nuclear >:ea:r;cns have :1ct been used Jince the 

~eccnd ':Torld :Tar 2Ild that the danger of a m:.clear 11ar h3.s retreated 

considerably in recent years. I ccmpletely agree with them on that s:r;ecific :r;oi~t. 

But the other weapons, including na:r;alm, have been constantly used in horrible 

ways since 1945, and that only in the developing countries where hotbeds of tension 

have been deliberately created by the su:r;er-Powers so that they can share out 

political, economic, or strategic zones of infl~ence. 

Certainly, there has been no progress in the field of disarmarrent, because 

of the im:r;erialism of scrr:e rr:ajor Fc • .;ers which dispute among themselves the hegerr::)ny 

of the world and of the oceans. In their race for world domination and hegemony, 

scme ~jor nuclear Powers, whose political theory is power and might, have not only 

manufactured enormous quantities of conventional and nuclear arms, but have also 

deployed, beyond their natural frontiers troops and war fleets, as well as having 

military bases on the territories of other States. 

It is tha~ aggression and expansion which ravages the third world today. Let 

us consider all these local wars, whether permanent or periodic, which are being 

waged; consider trEse regional tensions and conflicts, which could have 

catastrophic consequences for world peace. The list is too long: Korea, the 

Middle East, Indo-China, southern Africa, the Indian Ocean, Cyprus, Angola, and 

so on. 

Profiting from or causing boundary disputes between neighbouring States or 

ideological conflicts among fellow nationals, the conqueors of world hegemony sell 

or supply 1-;eapons to one side, which must, of course, accept aggressive 

imperialist blocs on its territory. Th~ the countries of the third world are 

manipulated by the rivalry of the major Powers that are exploiting situations in 

order to divide among themselves spheres of influence, strategic zones, 

and mining or oil resources. 

The Har which today ravages the very wealthy territory of Angola, so richly 

endowed by nature, is an illustration of this thesis and sheds a harsh light on the 

cause of the other hotbeds of tension in the third world countries. 
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By the use of their most diabolic we~pons the major Powers, like wolves, 

are tearir.g to pieces the young Republic of Angola, which is tte very heart of 

Africa. This tragic situation of Angola reminds us of the sad and sinister period 

of congolization, when I myself beca~e a victim of the puppet Tschornbe. I thought 

then that I was fighting for a certain ideology. When I think of it today, I find 

that I was really very naive. Where is the ideology in the tragedy which is 

destroying Angola today? 

Now that our Organization has just entered into a new phase of maturity, 

we must get rid of everything childish or adolescent by tryiilg to put an end to 

the regional hotbeds of tension and conflicts which are a dangerous encouragement 

to the arms race. He also note that the small amount of development aid agreed 

to by the two super-Powers and their satellites is directed towards countries which 

constitute zones of tension and political influence, while they neglect other 

countries which, alas, are the poorest and therefore the ones most in need. 

let those who might be tempted to preach disarmament for propaganda purposes, 

with the intention of maintaining their monopoly of the ~ost diabolical 

conventional weapons and the most sophisticated nuclear arms, harbour no illusions, 

because you cannot fool all the people of the world all of the time. 

It is not a balance of arms that we need. This military balance of terror 

can never guarantee peace. My delegation is in favour of genuine general and 

complete disarm~ent. 

It is absolutely deplorable that $300,000 million are swallowed up every 

year in the furnace of military expenditure, whereas these enormous material 

and human resources could have been used for economic and social purposes for the 

greater wellbeing of mankind. 

We must also deplore the fact that the countries of the third world are not 

politically independent because of the traffic in arms by the two super-Powers. 

The third world countries, as poor as they are, are compelled to buy quantities 

of arms from the two super-Powers for their security, or even for their aggression. 
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These weapons are sold to them, of course, but always tied to political 

conditions. Ultimately, tterefore, only the two su~er-Po~ers are politically 

ir..defendent. Thus, my delegation considers that the only •:eapon to guarantee our 

political indefendence must be the unity and solidarity of the countries of the 

third world against the su~er-Powers. Burundi is, naturally, in favour of 

genuine ger:eral and complete disarmarrent. 1-.'e must not only prevent the 

manufacture of new 1-:eapons, but also destroy the existing ones. 

As regards the world disarmament conference, Burundi considers that the 

purpose of the conference shculd be the total destruction of the stocks of all 

weapons of mass destruction, particularly nuclear •:eapons, and the prohibition 

of the manufacture or the developrrent of other weapons of that kind. However, 

,..e must not go too fast by convening a world disarmament conference only to fail 

in achieving our ultimate goal of real disarmament. It i8 essential that the 

conference should, from the outset, have a good chance of achieving tangible 

results. That is why it is indispensable that all nuclear Powers agree to 

participate in that conference. 

It is obvious that the world disarmarrent conference can only succeed in an 

atmosphere of confidence among peoples, without suspicicr:s or distrust. The 

major Powers must also promise to cease the foreign interventions in the 

political, economic and military affairs of other States. 

In any case, the delegation of Burundi has a strong feeling that the 

question of convening a world disarmament conference has now reached a deadlock, 

because most countries consider that the participation of all the nuclear Powers 

in the conference is a sir:e qua non. Now, one of the ~uclear Powers is holding 

out for prior conditions for the convening of the conference, in particular that 

the nucl~ar countries should first undertake an unequivocal commitment that 

they will never be the first to use nuclear weapons, at any time or in whatever 

circumstances, and will not use them against non-nuclear S~ates and nuclear-weapon

free zones, and that they will withdraw all their armed forces, including 

nuclear missiles, from other countries, and Cismantle all their military bases, 

including nuclear bases, on the territories of other States. 
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v.'e must also puint out that certain countries do not '\-:ish to ce lulled 

or dece i Ted by tte convening of a -v:orld disarmarr.ent conference to serve only 

as a propaganda forum intended to camouflage the arms race or maintain tte 

arrrs balance of certain major nuclear Po~ers. 

'Thus the choice is clear: either the -v:orld disarma"!:ent conference 

is held vlitr.out the par-':;icipaticn of all the nuclear Po¥1ers, or there is 

no confertnce at all. In any case, my delegation .. is still convir_ced ttat 

the participation of all the nuclear Po~ers is essential. 

The implerrentation of the Jeclaratic.,n of the Indian Ocean as a Zone 

of Peace is of concern to Burundi. The escalating rivalry between the 

major Po~ers in the Indian 0cean is a grave threat for the coastal States 

and the hinterland countries of the Indian Ocean. The General Assembly, 

in resolution 2832 (XXVI) of 16 )ecember 1971, inter alia called on the 

great Po-v;ers to enter into consultations immediately vdth the coastal 

States of the Indian Ocean with a view to: 

"(a) Halting the further escalation and expansion of their 

military presence in the Indian Ocean; 

"(b) Eliminating from the Indian Ocean all-bases, military 

installations and logistical supply facilities, the disposition of 

nuclear v:eapons and weapons of mass destruction and any manifestation 

of great Pov1er military presence in the Indian Ocean conceived in the 

context of great Pov:er rivalry;". 

More recently, on 24 December 1974, the General Assembly adopted 

resolution 3259 (XXIX) entitled "Implementation of t.he Declaration of the 

Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace". But v:e must know that the great Pov:ers 

v7hich are battling for hegemony over the v1orld are not prepared to dismantle 

tteir military installations in the Indian Ocean. 

My delegation deplores the internal quarrels we have heard at the 

meetings held by the littoral and hinterland States of the Indian lcean, 

to organize a conference on the Indian Ocean. 
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To conclude, I would j ·~.st venture to quote from 'What the l'!inister for 

Foreign Affairs of Burundi said on 2 October last in the ger.eral cebate in the 

General Assembly. 

"The end of the third United ilations decade coincides ·.nth the end of 

the era of blind power, of domination, colonialism and the most outraseous 

imperialism, a time 'When the exploitation and plundering of the world 

by the strongest Powers was organized on a grand scale in the name of 

either liberty or socialism or simply democracy. The era that is coming 

to an end has seen the slow maturing and arduous birth of the third world, 

which bas come to occupy its place among the former. It enjoys this 

right by virtue of the fact that it includes two thirds of mankind and vast 

resources over which it intends henceforth to exercise full sovereignty." 

(A/PV.2372, pp. 3 and 4) 

In conclusion, my delegation firmly believes that if all peoples were to 

unite, as one man, to resist the blackmail and aggression of the major 

nuclear Powers 'Which seek 'World hegemony, then weapons of mass destruction, 

particularly nuclear 'Weapons, would be eliminated, through the unity and 

solidarity of the peoples of the 'World. 

Hr. VINCI (Italy) : The high level of the statements made on the many 

items inscribed in our agenda under the general subject of disarmament shoYs 

the seriousness 'With which the members of the international community consider 

these items. HoY could it be otherwise, since these are complex problems 

which, affecting in several ways the present and future life of our peoples, 

can by the same token change for better or for worse the destiny of mankind. 

For my part, I will try to keep up with this high standard,and although my 

remarks ~ust necessarily te focused on so~e of the more actual items, this 

should not be construed as lack of interest in the other topics. The 

increasing number of these items, already noted by previous speakers, is an 

important fact in itself, since it is there to recall to us how slow is our 

pace in questions related to disarmament compared to the wider and wider 

expectations and to the speed of science and technology.* 

* Mr. Mikanagu (Burundi), Vice-Chairman, took the Chair. 
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That is why, among other reasons, the Italian delegation, along with other 

delegations, cannot consider itself entirely satisfied with the progress achieved 

during the year in the field of dis&rma~er.t and arms control. 

As the Secretary-General has so aptly pointed out in his introduction to 

the year's report on the work of the Organization, 

"In a world increasingly preoccupied with the problems of social justice, 

hunger, poverty, development and an equitable sharing of resources, global 

expenditures on armaments are approaching $300,000 million a year. Never 

before in peacetime has the world witnessed such a flow of weapons of war. 

Some $20,000 million worth of arms are now sold annually in the international 

arms trade." (A/10001/Add.l, p. 8) 

My country has indeed long been deeply a'l-rare of the necessity of halting the 

arms race, and it is the more so at present. He need its cessation more ar.d more in 

order to divert tte resources saved from arwaments to more productive uses for the 

benefit of all mankind and to build up what is not less indispensable: mutual 

confidence among nations. That is why we keenly share the intense and general 

expectations of more positive progress in the crucial field of arms reduction and 

disarmament. 

He are, however, forced at the same time to take note of some hard facts of 

life which give no signs of real .final change. So at this stage we cannot but 

recognize that in order to be effective arms control and disarmament measures must 

take full account of the mutual security interests of the parties concerned, of the 

related political conditions and of the complexity of advancing military 

technology. For these reasons we believe that, within the framework of a well 

structured programme of general and complete disarmament under effective 

international control, a gradual and progressive apprca c:1 is perhaps the best way 

of attaining our common and vital objectives in this field. 

We also feel that the current process of international detente should afford 

new impetus to the efforts directed at achieving more substantial measures of arms 

control and, by interaction, dra.w frcm thern greater stren;th and a growi1:g 

momentum of its own. Indeed, it is in this direction that the very tcuchstor.e 

of detente and the real test of its validity lie. 

We consider the Final Act of the Helsinki Conference to be of great 

• 

i mportance. Once correctly and fully implemented, its impact could certainly be felt 
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beyond the regional level. In such a case, which we sincerely advocate, it ccnl~ 

effectively contribute to a qualitative change of far-reaching consequences in 

the over-all relations between our countries and peoples, to a point where it 

would finally become~possible to remove the real obstacles that still block the 

way towards the achievement of significant measures of arms control. 

In that endeavour, which will require the active determination of each one 

of us, it would still be up to the nuclear Powers, and in particular to the two 

sufer-Po~ers, to play the decisive role. In this respect what is needed is that 

both sides, setting aside all dogmatic approaches, show their political willingness 

to ~eet so~e ccncrete ~r.avoidable require~ents withcut which one can hardly conceive 

how to solve the underlying issues inherent in any serious and effective system 

of reduction of armaments and disarmament. 

vfuat we have in mind are some essential compcr.ents or factors which have to 

do with credibility, with serious guarantees for implementation, with respect 

for the national security of the contracting parties and for a ger.eral balance of 

forces. Last, but not least, what is required is compliance with certain 

priorities which clearly imply that the primary effort should be devoted to 

curbing the nuclear arms race and dispelling the threat of a nuclear holocaust. 

Consequently we are anxious to see the spirit of Helsinki, as we understand it, 

becc~e truly q:.erative in depth, replacing o·--1.t~cded ccnce_pts of po~er politic::; 

and being transferred to all the forums in which the main di s arma~ent issues are 

debated -- namely, in the bilateral Soviet-American negotiations in the Strategic 

Arms Limitation Talks, in the transactions in Vienna on the balanced reduction 

of forces in central Europe, and, finally, in the forthcoming negotiations in the 

Conference of the Committee on Disarmament. Furthermore, we still expect the 

super-Powers to carry out the joint initiatives they officially announced at 

their last summits on some vital items long pending in tte Conference of tte 

Committee on Disarmament. 

Having made these preliminary remarks, we should like to stress our 

appreciation of the valuable work carried out in the Conference Qf the Ccmmittee en 

Disarmament J.nring the current year, bearing particularly in mind the presentation 

of a draft treaty on the prohibition of environmental warfare and the studies 

accomplished by the groups of governmental experts on der.uclearizcd zor.~s and 

on peaceful nuclear explosions. 
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The Italian delegation feels, however, that the Conference 0f tee Cpmmittee 

on Disarmament, to the vital functions of which we attach great importance, should 

work with a greater sense of urgency and receive the greater impulse thereby entailed 

which ~culd enable it to achieve ~ore satisfactory results. To that end we would 

encourage all constructive efforts aimed at strengthening tte Ccnference of tte 

Committee on Disar~arrent and revising, as appropriate, its ways of working so 

that it ~ay mere adequately discharge its fundarrental task. 

One of the most significant events during this past year in the field of 

disarmament was undoubtedly the Review Conference of the Non-Proliferation Treaty 

held in Geneva last spring. The Italian Government, which, with four other 

E1..:rr-.tcr.:: countries, ratified the Non-Proliferation Treaty just before the beginning 

of the Conference, has already had the opportunity of expresEing its ar~reci~tion, 

on the whole, over the outcome of the Review Conference. The consensus reached on 

its final declaration, mostly a product of the efforts of tee President of tte 

Conference, lv'Jada~e Inga Thorsson of Sweden, to whose statesmanship I wish to pay a 

tribute, reflects adequately -- although, naturally, as a result of a difficult 

compromise the not always convergent views and proposals which emerged in 

the course of the Conference. 

The Italian delegation took into account particularly the importance assumed 

in the Ccnference by both the problem of containing the risks of nuclear 

proliferation and that of ensuring a just distribution of the benefits deriving 

from the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. On the basis of ttese two main points, 

it acted fundarrentally on tte principle of ensuring a precise balance bet~een the 

rights and tte duties provided for by tte Non-Proliferation Treaty. 

In this context we may well recall the precise duty, established i~ Article 6 
of the Treaty, for the nuclear-weapon States parties to the Treaty to undertake 

concrete efforts towards genuine disarmament measures in the field of nuclear 

armaments. The importance in this field of a constructive dialogue between the 

United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics has been 

evident since the entry into force of the Treaty itself. 
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Truly enough, if the destructive power accumulated by both the nuclear 

Powers is in fact beyond imagination, it is on the other hand within the reach 

of our minds or perceptions to realize that somehow, paradoxically, this same 

overdestructive and overkilling potential maintains the so-called terror balance, 

in other words, the strategic balance in the world which e nsur es the present 

precarious situation of peace. And , realistically speaking, as long as this 

balance of power exists there is ~ check on the use of nuclear weapons. 

For these same reasons my country, which has on many occasions welcomed the 

agreement on the principles for a limitation of strategic armaments reached 

last year at Vladivostok by the United States of America and the Soviet Union, 

attaches the greatest importance to an early translation of those principles into 

a concrete and final agreement. However, measures of limitation of those 

armaments will have to be followed by appropriate measures of real reduction of 

the nuclear arsenals. In our view, there is no other way to ensure r~sre~ t 

of the necessary balance between the engagements of both the nuclear-weapon 

States and the non-nuclear-weapon States parties to the treaty, as well as a 

\ correct application of article YI of the same treaty. 

: 
We are conscious, on t :;e otl-_c.: r .s ideJ of tl-e problem constituted by the growing 

risks of nuclear proliferation. In this respect we are convinced of the essential 

role ttat can be played by the ~on- Proliferation Treaty. That is why the Italian 

delegation firmly hopes that other States will be induced to adhere to the 

?-~cr.- Proliferation Treaty, since its universal acceptance is i n :, _1. r v iew 3 

:'ur.darr:e nta:'_ cor.d i tion 0f i ts su::cess . 

Among the problems discussed at the Review Confe1·en ·:~, special attention 

must be gi ~en here, in our view, to that of nuc l ea r - • .. re::! <>- ' - ~-·-cee Y.or:e s . I 

wish to take this opportunity to express our deep appreciation of the ,;o r k ca rried 

out b::/ the Ad_Hoc Group o:' Q·1a2-ifi ed Gove rr.rr:enta l Exre r ts vho, :..e e t ing unde r t::--.e 

auspices of the CCDJ examined in grea t detail all aspects of this problem. The final 

report of the Group of Experts ade-1ua J-. ely reflect s all t re v je,:roi nt s 

expressed during the course of their work. I should like L. o re call vt. 2.t a re, 

in the opi ni c:-1 of tile Italian delegat i on, U:e e s sentin l pre condit i ons of t he 

establ isJ;r.Jent of den ucl e a rizeu ~ones. 
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We believe, first of all, that every initiative in this field should, where 

the appropriate conditions exist, be taken pri~arily by the States of the area 

concerned, on the basis of consultations which are to be left to the free will of 

each party. We also consider essential the participation of the principal 

military Powers of the area. No less fundamental importance, in our view, should 

be attributed to the following two points: (a) the precise definition of the 

limits of the territory to be covered by the denuclearization agreement; and 

(b) full resfect of international law, particularly in relation to tte freedc~ 

of navigation in the high seas and to the right of innocent passage in the 

territorial seas, as well as to the uses of international space. Equally 

important, in our view, is the principle that a denuclearization agreement should 

not prejudice the security arrangements existing in any given region. We feel, 

in fact, that each State is entitled to exercise its free and sovereign choice as to 

how to preserve its own security: this applies particularly to those regions in 

which collective security arrangements are in force. The problem of the 

guarantees of security which should be afforded to the non-nuclear States of the 

nuclear-weapon-free zones and of tte ~eans of control and verification of 

such agreements also deserves particular attention. The Italian Government will 

evaluate the individual concrete proposals in the light of these criteria. 

As regards peaceful nuclear explosions, we are pleased to note with interest 

and appreciation the important work undertaken by the grcup of experts which met 

last sucrrr:er 1dthin th~ framework of the CCD, in accordc.nce with the mandate conferred 

upon it by General Assembly resolution 3261 D (XXIX). The crucial aspect of the 

question of peace nuclear explosions is centred on the difficulties inherent in 

the problem of ensuring an adequate balance between two opposing interests. On 

the one hand, there is the fundamental and inalienable right of all States to 

enjoy the actual and potential benefits of nuclear technology and to develop 

nuclear energy research, production and use for peaceful purposes, as well as the 

right to enjoy full access to nuclear technology and to the nuclear fuel market, 

in equal and stable conditions. These rights constitute, in fact, one of the 

corner-stones of the Non-Proliferatior Treaty and are of particular value and 

importance in relation especially to the huge and impending problems produced by 

the energy crisis. On the other hand, there is the urgent need to prevent the 
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acquisition of technology relating to the construction, development and use of 

nuclear explosive devices which can be diverted to military purposes, thus 

disrupting the barrier erected against the further dissemination of nuclear 

weapons. 

The Italian delegation also takes note that the informal meetings with the 

experts held in the CCD on the subject of peaceful nuclear explosions have 

confirmed that in the present state of technology there is no real distinction 

between the devices used in nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes and those 

applied to military purposes. As a consequence, it has been confirmed that 

in present conditions ~eaceful r.uclear explosions represent a serious risk for 

the regime of non-proliferation. 

Three possible solutions have been envisaged for the settlement of this 

complex question, in which the Italian Government is greatly interested. First 

of all, a proposal has been made for general application by all States of the 

regime of article V of the Treaty. It has also been suggested that a moratorium 

on peaceful nuclear explosions should be agreed upon in order not to delay an 

early conclusion of at least an ad interim arrangement for the cessation of all 

nuclear experiments. A special regime outside the context of the Non-Proliferation 

T~e~ty could also be considered. We could ask ourselves -- and the CCD could be 

the apprcpriate body in which to do so -- whetter and in what way these positions 

could be reconciled. 

Furthermore, we find it necessary to devote serious attection to a more 

precise clarification of the possible peaceful uses of nuclear explosion~, both 

at the present time and in the future. In fact, we must precisely determine the 

possible uses of the technology of nuclear explosions for civil purposes at present 

and what are the future short-term and long-term prcspects for thnse uses. We 

believe that the essential thing is an urgent need for clear-sightedness concerning 

all aspects of peaceful nuclear explosions if the system of non-proliferation is 

truly to be safeguarded. 
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\ole hope that the su.ce r-Powers will accept the proposal advanced many years 

ago ty the Italian delegation -- I refer to document ENDC/234 of 23 August 1968 

and recently taken up again on various occasions in the CCD, that experts 

from non--nuclear countries should be present at peaceful nuclear 

exr;erirr.ents .. 

At the same time: we wish to encourage tr.e Internation~l Atcmic 

Energy ~Gency in the role it is playing in this field and h~pe that the 

ccr:sultative group created hy a recent decision of the Eoard of Governors of tte 

Age ncy 1-:ill soon be able to carry out a study of tte juridical irr.plications of the 

problem and possibly elaborate a model agreement for the delivery of 

peaceful ruclear explosion services. 

The Italian delegation considers the total prohibition of nuclear tests to 

re a question of the utmost importance in the framework of general and complete 

disarmarrent under effective international control and as a first specific step 

tovaros more effective implen:entation of article 6 of the Non-Proliferation 

Treaty. 

In this context the Italian delegation has considered with interest the 

draft treaty on tte prohitition of all nuclear tests recently 

introduced in the General Assembly by the Soviet delegation. l·lhile noting 

that this draft does not provide for an adequate and effective mechanism of 

control and verification, we consider that it could contribute to accelerating 

the pace of the long-protracted negotiations for the achievement of 

agreement on this important and delicate issue. We should prefer, therefore, 

to see these negotiations developed, on the basis both of tte Soviet proposal and 

of others, and to have them transferred to a technical body as highly 

competent as the CCD,. which in our view remains the best and most qualified 

body for the further consideration of this important matter. This procedure 

would associate the non-nuclear States in the related negotiations and offer 

them a real opportunity of contributing effertively and positively to them. 

But in this area, as in many others, the fundamental question of verification, 

I repeat, needs to be satisfactorily solved. On this specific point we believe 

that the studies analysing the technical merits of the effective range of the 

various systems of controls, both national and international, should be 
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increased and broadened. We are therefore looking forward with great interest 

to the ffieeting of experts, so opportunely proposed by Sweden, which will be 

held durir.g the CCD session r.ext spring. 

Coming to the i mportar.t relationship r.et~een a cc~prehensive test ban and 

peaceful nuclear explosions, we should like to reaffirm, as other delegations 

have done, that it woulci be rrcost advisable to fir.d a soluticn first to the problem 

of peaceful nuclear explosions. In our view, a satisfactory settlen:ent of that 

delicate question might on the or.e hand cor.stitute a real step towa~ds better 

understanding and on the otter beccrr.e effective ccrr~on ground on which to 

reach agreen:ent on a comprehensive test ban treaty. 

We also wish to recall that Italy has since 1968 supported an approach 

according to which a separation of the two problems wculd be rr.ethodologica:!.ly · 

correct. leaving military explosions asice provisionally, and endeavouring 

to reach an agreement on an acceptable form of control as regards nuclear 

explosions of a peaceful nature, would simplify the problem, thus facilitating 

a temporary solution concerning peaceful nuclear explosions. 

Our position is equally positive as we turn to ccnsideration of the new Soviet 

proposal for the prohibition of the development of new weapons of mass 

destruction. We cannot, however, like many other delegations, refrain 

from raising a certain number of questions as we look at the proposed draft 

treaty, as it is now conceived. The absence of a clear indication of the object 

of the ban itself makes it difficult to evaluate all the implications of such an 

initiative. While the Italian delegation is greatly interested in any such 

measure which would contribute to the strengthening of mutual confiJence between 

States, we should like to see the contents of this proposed agreement better 

clarified before passing a final judgement on it. 

Although no substantial progress was attained last year, the problem 

of reaching an agreement on the prohibition of the developn;ent, production and 

stockpiling of chemical ~eapons remains, in the opinion of the Italian delegati'on, 

an issue of fundamental importance. \ihi le thanking those delegations which 

provided us with valuable pror;ocals and working papers in order to achieve a 

better understanding and a clearer definition of the difficult issues implicit 
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in this important matter, we believe that the c n::r,c;e:oc, efforts should for the 

n:on:.ent be concentrated on the prospects '"'·hich seem to be offered b:,; a gradual 

and progressive approach to the solutior, of the problem. In this context, '1-.'e 

continue to support the Japanese proposal, which appears to us tc cc i ~ ~1 ~ s0nt 

conditions the reost useful base and b:r far the best starting-point fol' positive 

developn:ents in this field. 

We are '1-i&iting hopcfully, as we have already stated in Geneva, for the 

two super-Powers to fulfil their promise of a joint proposal in this field. 

The Italian delegation, however, is willing to consider with favour agreen:.ents 

which may, at the initiB.l stage, be centred on the prohibition of C ' ·y the wast 

lethal chemical agents. Essential conditions cf the acceptabilit:, :>f such an 

agreement remain, in our vie;..·) e.cceptance of tte necessity of e ?,su riJ:g -:: r.e 

cestructicn of existing stocks of such weapons and tl:e adoptior, of e.n effective 

system of controls. 

The Italian delegation, which showed interest in the proposals advanced 

last year in the General Assembly by the· Soviet Union concerning the prohibition 

of environmental warfare, v:elccrr:ed ~d t h appreciatior, tl1'2 crd·~ 2~re<=: !l . 0 1; c: 

introduced in the CCD by the delegations of the United States of Affierica and 

the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics last AugUEt. fru.ring tl':c n:.eetings of 

the exr.erts held in Geneva during the S:J!Lz::::er ses::;icn c·f the CCD, e. s \:ell ;:, s on o ~ l~er 

occasions, a thorough analysis, including a technical study of the various 

techniques which can or could be utilized for the modification of the 

environment by any party for hu .. t ile r.-urposes, v:as ;nade ava ilacle fo!' t~~e 

benefit of all concerned. 

It is our sincere hope that the negotiations will proceed fruitfully in 

the CCD during the next year so that a satisfactory agreerr.ent can be reached on 

the text of a treaty based on the broade:st consensus. With this purpose in mind, 

the Italian .delegation favours a precise definition of the sphere of application 

of the prohibition with clear exceptions made for peaceful uses which can be 
1 

derived from these techniques. It is important too, in our view, that an adequate 

mechanism be devised for sol vir. ,-; ccntrcversies errer:sing frcm the ap[ ljcation of tr:e 

t!t'eaty and that a clause be included in order to protect third Stat e:; f'rcru 

dareage they mi,?ht IJOSSi-cly ir~cur from tl!e E:Z .[1E:rir •. t: r. ~ e.ticn C ' Ll S-2 of EUCL 

teclmiques. 
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The Italian Government has from the outset considered 1vith interest the 

proposal of convening a world disarmament conference, with a view to contributing 

to tte lJ·..trsuit of :;er.eral and complete disarmament under effective international 

control. This remains the main, final goal 11e shcc.:L'_ c-. i~: 2-t in all cur 

r:-ff ::Jrt s. 

'l'he holding of a world conference raises a number of questions relating to 

both the cc~:1ple;:ity and the delicacy of the issues which vill be dealt with in 

that forum. And in order to give the right replies to those questions we should 

take them up by degrees and with caution as '. ;e eve.lt:.e.te tte c c1:diticns e.r:d the 

timing of this very initiative. MY delegation confirms its interest in the idea 

of convening a world disar~~ent ccnference, an interestthut has been deccnstrcted by 

its active participation in the Special Committee, and in the ad hoc group created 

by the Special Committee, which has worked under the resourceful and able 

guidance of Ambassador Hoveyda of Iran. At the same time we wish to recall 

that the very complexity of the topics which could be discussed at the conference 

requires, in the first instance, e.deque.te. and attentive preparat icn -- the 

more so because the c:.1fe1·ence ::mst do its utmost to live up to the great 

e;:J:ectat ions it vrill engender in world public opinion. \le believe, therefore, 

that we should start by laying down a solid basis for fruitful negotiations. To 

that effect, we believe, for the same reasons I have mentioned before, that 

the participation, even at the preparatory stages of the conference, of all the 

countries chiefly concerned, and in particular of all the nuclear-weapo'1 States, 

is an essential condition. 

Finally, the presence on the agenda of the item relative to napalm andother 

incencl.iery ueapons lec:l s us to confir::~ the fact U:c.t -c.;~e questi0n of ·che prohibition 

or restric~ion of ce•:i:Rin uses 0!~ those ' .. ·e .~pons e.r:c1. 2lso 0f otter so-called. ner

CO!''.-~i:·cional v:erpons, is cein:; -':hcrou;hl:v sC.udieCI. b,- tr.e Ite.lie:n Goverm:e::~. He 

heve e.lre2d~' e;~press2G. our clear r.:·refere;1ce for tl:e q11estions cein'! hendled in such 

a highly qualified nesotiating orgc.n as the CCD. He nevertheless leak fonvard with 

inte1·est to the outccr:e of the study to be undertal~en of the technical cspects by the 

exrerts rr:e eting under the auspices of the International Ccrnr.1ittee of tte Red Cross, 

in the early rart of next year. Following that study, possible rr.easures of 

prohibition or li~itation of tte use of such weapons, should ~c disc~~scd in the 

frnr:-euork :-f the CCD. 
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I wouJ<l like to conclude my stc.te::-.e:-1t as I opened it, by ex; :re ssi;·. ::: :::.ur 

sincere hope that the important and altogether ern st :-.:uct ive debate which is 

tru~ing place in this Committee will pro~ote, on the political plane, a greater 

sense of urgency and a new momentum 1~ arms control and ultimately i n 

disarmament. The future of our planet , the future of manl;:ind de:;:e:-;C'_s, -: c 2 

great extent, on the results of cur co~on efforts. 

Hr. ROMULO (Philippines): The First Committee is once again considering 

the most important item on its agenda ---· the problem of disarmament. Its 

importance is underlined not only by the fact that the item has been under 

consideration since the first sess i ,.,:: of -~~e C-enerol Asse:nbly, bu"': also b~- U:e fact 

ttat e.~ong all the itei:JS ur.der consider.:::;.tion, it has ol"\\oys teen ~ l :tL: :.. t :: e 

.:-'reatest nur:ber of r.:eetin c:s in each session. 

Throughout the years a conglomeration of proposals, working papers and 

observations has been presented with the vie'l-r of ultimately achieving the principal 

goal of general and complete disarmaffient. Thus, the problem has become more 

complex and technical with the passage of time. At the same time, in the maze 

of attendant fears and indecision, many golden opportunities h2ve bee n l ost or 

:.1isseC:. in our attempt to achieve real progress in the solution of this Jlroblem. 

The fact that t hose missed :-,prortuni t ie: s are ::one forever should not be a cause 

for disappointment or an excuse for inaction, but should serve as a spur to 

redoubled efforts to attain a goal affecting the survival of mankind. * 
MY delegation, bearing in mind its serious responsibilities in the United 

Nations, has since i ts inception f ollc1-.'ec'. closely the proble ~·1 of d is e r:.!2~.1ent 

Having done so, it is with much regret that we count ourselves on the side of 

those who are disheartened, frustrated and disillusioned with our work. My 

delegation considers that the only genuine measure of disarmament so far 

achieved is the prohibition of bacteriological (biological) weapons. All the 

other treaties or conventions negotiated and agreed upon in the course of time 

are non-armament measures. In other words, we agree with those who say that we 

* 'The Ctnir~an returned to tte C!-.ci r. 
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are just beginning to grapple with the real problems of disarmament. Why this 

is so, after 30 years of existence of the United Nations, is very plain to see. 

The one and only answer to this enigma is the prevailing distrust among nations 

in international relations. So much distrust for one another is generated by 

fears for national security narrowly defined. The big Powers are obsessed 

'..'itr. eppre- r.;:: r. 3ion that other big Powers might excel or surpass them in 

armaments thus posing a threat to their security. This is the true and underlying 

cause for the relentless build-up of armaments, both nuclear and conventional. 

Aggravating the situation, the smAller Powers also exert efforts to acquire 

armaments and spend vast sums of money in the belief that in so doing, they would 

be strengthening their own security. 

He established the United Nations and provided it with a system of collective 

security envisaged in the Charter, but no one seems to have faith in r.hat 

system. Unless we exert dedicated and concerted efforts to make the system a 

living reality, we are afraid that all these talks about disarmament will just 

become another exercise in futil.ity. Pessimistic as this may sound, all these 

debates and meetings and negotiations are likely to be doomed to failure unless 

we begin to take seriously the collective security system envisaged i n the 

United Nations Charter. 

As matters now stand, hope is indeed the only thing that sustains us and 

keeps us persevering in our efforts for di sarmament. Scc:.e~.,rl:c.t deq:erate l~' 

we hope that somehow a breakthrough will be achieved and the necessary political 

will on the part of the major military Powers vill emerge to expedite the 

solution of the many problems of disarmament. We also hope that that day will 

come soon, enabling us to fulfil our commitment to the central purpose of our 

Organization, which is "to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war". 

J 
l 
I 
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In viewing the entire complex of disarmament questions, my delegation does 

not lose sight for a moment of the principal goal of general and complete 

disarmament. To achieve this goal, however, as everybody will agree, we r;ust 

accord top priority to nuclear disarmanent, and all efforts must now be 

concentrated on that aspect of the problem. As we have said earlier, we are 

gratified by the ban imposed on the use of bacteriological or biological weapons, 

but we have yet to deal with che!:'ical weapons. Next to nuclear disar!"lament, the 

the prchiriticn of these veapcns should also be treated on a ~riority basis. 

In connexion with nuclear disarmament, we believe that the following steps 

should be followed: first, the total prohibition of nuclear weapon tests in 

all environments -- in other words, the achievement of a comprehensive test 

ban, as envisaged in the Partial Test Ban Treaty of 1963; secondly, the drastic 

reduction or limitation of existing nuclear weapons and their means of 

delivery; and, thirdly, the final destruction of all nuclear weapons, under 

inspection and control, as a part of the programme for general and complete 

disarmament. 

We are firmly convinced that the elimination of all nuclear weapons is 

the only guarantee against a nuclear war, and the only certain means of 

avoiding the holocaust consequential to such a war. At the same time, every 

effort must be made to facilitate progress along any promising route towards 

the goal of general and complete disarmament, which is urgent for human 

survival. In this connexion, I reiterate our belief that the 

Comprehensive Programme of Disarmament, forwarded to the CCD several years ago 

and which has still to be considered by it, represents the best and most 

balanced basis upon which to proceed. It may, in some respects, require 

up-dating, but it has the advantage of proposing stages of a process leading 

towards disarmament in a balanced and logical manner. 

My delegation is convinced that -in order to achieve tangible results we 

have to reconsider the methods and procedures of the United Nations in 

disarmament negotiations. The Conference of the Co~ittee on Disarmament 

should continue with its work because we feel that it is still a useful 

negotiating forum, although perhaps its organization and working methods require 
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some changes. To give impetus, however, to the work of the CCD, we believe 

that a world disarmament conference or, alternatively, a special session of 

the General Assembly devoted to disarmament should be held. Let us not forget 

that the 1970s have been declared a Disarna~ent Decade. We ~ould not be true 

to our pledge to achieve progress during this Disarmament Decade if we were 

unable even to convene a world disarmament conference or a special session of 

the General Assembly on disarmament. It should be understood, however, that 

the convening of a world disar~anent conference or of a special General 

Assembly session on disarmament is not an end in itself. In other words, we 

need to make careful preparations for the conference or the special session so 

that we can be assured of achieving tangible results. A successful world 

disarmament conference or a special Assembly session can, it L.ay be hoped, provide 

new perspectives on disarmament questions, a new orientation or over-all view 

of the problem from which the United Nations can undoubtedly benefit and a new 

political climate for decisive action. 

We listened with interest on 3 November when the representative of Sweden, 

Hrs. Thorsson, announced her proposal for the creation of an intergovernmental 

committee on disarmament. l{r delegation wishes to extend its full support 

for that proposal. As a matter of fact, the Philippine delegation made a 

similar proposal in 1970 for the establishment of a committee of the General 

Assembly for the Disarmament Decade with the idea that the creation of such a 

committee would strengthen the role of the United Nations in disarmament 

matters and bring this all-important subject closer to the peoples of the 

world. I made this proposal myself, and I am proud to have made it. 

The following is a quotation from the statement of the Philippine 

delegation at the 1749th meeting of the First Committee on 2 November 1970: 
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"Hith this in mind, the Chairman of our delegat.; on " t h1· s f • ' · · · -- .. re ers 
to my own position -- "strongly holds the view that the General Asser:.bly 

rnieht well consider the institution of machine~ to assist the Conference 

of the Committee on Disarmament, which would have the task generally of 

exploring and developing the opportunities presented by the Disarnarent 

Decade. In the context of the proposals regarding procedure, such 

machinery might take the form of a committee of the General Assembly for 

the Disarmament Decade, which should add substantially to the efforts 

being made in the disarmament negotiations. For instance, the committee 

might be assigned the following functions: first, to plan activities 

appropriate to the Disarmament Decade directed towards increasing public 

understanding of the need for disar~ru:::ent and supporting of the important 

negotiations now being held on disarmament and arms limitation; secondly, 

to initiate in co-operation with the Secretariat, a periodic newsletter 

on the Disarmament Decade, detailing activities by Member States, by the 

United Nations and its agencies, and by non-governmental organizations in 

support of the Disarmament Decade, and to develop other appropriate 

publications; thirdly, to give consideration to the holding o~ a special 

session of the General Assembly, a meeting or meetings of the Disarmament 

Commission, or to the planning of a world conference on disarmament to be 

held as early as possible in the Disarmament Decade; fourthly, to consider 

the holding of regional seminars on regional arms control problems; 

fifthly, to keep under review the programme of the negotiations on 

disarmament; and sixthly, to review the interrelationship of progress on 

disarmament with the requirements for progress in further development of 

other primary functions of the United Nations, including the capacity of 

the United Nations for effective peace keeping and peaceful settlement of 

disputes". (1749th meeting, para. 52) 

As we look back to that meeting of the First Committee, it is a matter of 

regret and keen disappointment to us that that Philippine proposal was not 

taken up and dealt with at that time. Now that we have reached the midpoint 

of the Disarmament Decade, a parallel proposal is being made and it wohld be 

sheer folly on our part to overlook a similar opportunity once again. As I 
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have stated, ·1-1e will support the Swedish proposal and we earnestly hope our 

Co~ittee will approve the creation of an intereovernmental corr.mittee of the 

kinu proposed and provide it with the means to achieve the desired results 

durin;:; the remaining years of the Disarmament Cecade. 

r.;y dele~;ation would like to turn briefly now to a few specific items on 

disar~ar.:ent before our Cornmi.ttee. 1V:y delegation expresses its appreciation to 

the Ad Hoc Group of Qualified Experts for the study of the question of nuclear

'.Teapon-free zones. That Group has submitted to us, through its ChairJTlan, 

Professor Reijo Korhonen of Finland, a very instructive report on the subject. 

'Ihis is a ti l?lely docurr.ent, especially because of the growine; interest in the 

establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones all over the world. My delegation 

realizes that nuclear-weapon-free zones cannot be created everywhere, in view 

of circumstances related to military blocs or alliances, unless greater headway 

is l?lade with respect to nuclear disarnament. Despite that handicap, we support 

the establishl?lent of nuclear-wea~on-free zones wherever possible as a means of 

supplementing the !·Ion-Proliferation Treaty by prohibiting the spread of nuclear 

veapons. The delegation of r,:exico, ho•,rever, has raised very valid points with 

respect to the establishment of those zones. He support the suggestion that 

the General Assembly should take the initiative in providing a definition of 

the concept of a nuclear-weapon-free zone and a definition of the principal 

obligations of nuclear-w-eapon States in respect of nuclear-weapon-free zones. 

Those definitions should provide basic criteria 1n the creation of nuclear

weapon-free zones. 
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The Philippines is a State party to the Han-Proliferation Treaty and its 

representatives participated in the Review Conference of that Treaty held in 

Geneva last r:ay. Thanks to the efforts of the Presicl.ent of the Review 

Conference, r.1rs. Thorsson of Sweden, the Final Declaration of the Conference 

was adopted by consensus. There are dele~ations which feel that the Review 

Conference resulted in strenGthening the Non-Proliferation Treaty. That may 

be true in so far as the concept or obj~ctive of non-proliferation of nuclear 

weapons is concerned. Hi th all due respect to such views, my delee:ation is 

of the opinion that the Review Conference resulted in the diminution of the 

faith of some States parties in the continuing validity or viability of the 

Non-Proliferation Treaty. That was brought about by the frustration and 

inability of some delegations to prod nuclear-weapon States towards a 

comprehensive test ban and towards nuclear disarmament despite ell efforts 

towards that end. He are referring to additional protocols 1 and 2 proposed 

to be annexed to the Treaty. We believe that these two proposed protocols, 

if agreed upon, could bring about the desired balance of mutual responsibilities 

under the Non-Proliferation Treaty between the nuclear-~1eapon States and the 

non-nuclear-weapon States. vle look forward to the developments in the next 

five years before the second review conference of the Non-Proliferation 

Treaty in 1980, with the hope that the nuclear->eapon States will by that tirre 

see their way clear to an acceptance of these two additional protocols. 

Lastly, we should like to refer to the item on the prohibition of the 

use of the environment for military or hostile purposes. Two drafts of a 

convention on this subject were submitted by the co-Chairrr.en of the Conference 

of the Committee on Disarmament (CCD), the United States and the Soviet Union. 

l~ delegation attaches very great importance to the proposed draft convention. 

The subject matter being highly technical, there is need for the constant 

advice of experts on the scientific and technological progress achieved, 

especially where it could influence the environment. The proposed draft 

convention will be up for consideration by the CCD next year and it is therefore 

opportune for the First Committee to consider the views of delegations on 

this important subject. 
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Frol!l the technical papers subr.1i tted by Canada and Sveden and in the 

li~ht of expert opinion expressed in informal meetin~s at the last session 

of the CCD, my delecation is convinced that there is indeed a need to 

prohibit the use of the envircr.cent for hostile or militarJ purposes. Let 

r.1e repeat that: From the technical papers submitted by Canada and Sweden 

and in the light of expert opinion expressed in informal r.1eetines at the 

last session of the CCD, my delecation is convinced that there is indeed 

a need to prohibit the use of the environment for hostile or military purposes. 

Iiy delesation, on the other hand, is pleased to note that in the proposed 

drafts there is a provision reg c:. rding the peaceful uses of sc_ience and 

technology relating to the environment. Such peaceful uses could mitigate 

the havoc wrou;~ht by storms, tidal '..;aves and earthquakes -- of which my 

country is one of the constant victims -- thereby contributins to the 

well-beins of hundreds of r:1illions of victims of natural disasters. He 

should therefore encourage the peaceful harch of science and technology 

in this field. 

I would conclude by reiLerating the main concern of my delegation, 

which I hope is sincerely shared by this Committee. I refer to the lack 

of real progress towards general and complete disarmament. 

Let us remember, and bear constantly in mind, that our planet earth 

and all of mankind are and will remain under what amounts to a suspended 

sentence of death until this overriding goal is achieved. 

Granted their good intention, proposals to halt or limit the 

escalation of the armaments race in sophisticated nuclear weapons, and to 

prevent the further proliferation of nucle2r arms, are at best partial 

r emedies -- only partial remedies. ~he stark fact remains that the 

nuclear Powers already posses3 overkill capacity or the means to annihilate 

the human race several times over. 
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i·!y appeal to this Co:-.r. ittee, 2nd to t h.:: lccC.-:. rs of the ~tatcs r ,_prE:SE:-nted 

here and I have co~e tack from my country to make this appeal -- is to 

place the human interest, the interest of all mankind, above selfish and 

narrow concepts of the national interest, and to make a fresh effort, in 

concert, to remove this intolerable burden which daily presses more heavily 

upon the conscience of humanity. 

Hr. HALIKYAR (Afghanistan): In today's world, the potential for 

orGanized violence has assumed enormous dimensions. As a result of the arms 

race nuclear weapons have brought mankind to the brink of oblivion many 

times in past decades. Yet efforts to control the momentum of the nuclear 

armaments race have produced no significant results. On the contrary, 

military technology is advancing as far as human ingenuity and skills allow. 

Attempts have been made towards disarmament, but they have not yet 

been successful, thoueh there seeo:.s to be no doubt that a i-:ise.r:1ed world is 

a universal desire. That is particularly true of the developing countries. 

Each year the world spends an enormous amount on armaments: more than 

the entire income of half of the world's developing countries and more than 

20 times the total amount of aid given to the developinG countries. Expenditure 

on military research and nuclear development is steadily increasing. The 

arms trade is also escalating astronomically and is consequently resulting 

in the worldwide spread of the most modern anl sophisticated weapons. This 

global distribution of nuclear arms is seriously endangering world peace 

and security. Therefore, my delegation feels that it is urgently necessary 

to control the ever-increasing arms trade, among other important measures which 

need to be taken in this field. 

/ 
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The development of different systems for the delivery of nuclear Yeapons 

continues unabated. Huge tactical and strategic nuclear weapons, Yith tremendous 

po"Wers of destruction, have been deployed by the major Fm:ers; the nuclear 

arms race continues; and nuclear tests are still being undertaken. Efforts to 

control ar:-.a!::ents and the development of military technology have unfortunately 

not prod11ced significant results so far. Apart from the C nventicn en the 

Prohibition of the Develofment, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological 

(Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on Their Destruction, "Which came into 

force this year and "Which calls for the destruction of stockpiles -- to which 

Convention my Government has acceded no real multilateral disarmament 

measure has thus far been undertaken by the international community. 

Since the last session of the United Nations General Assembly, efforts 

have been made, through bilateral and multilateral nerroti,..._tions! toYards the 

process of disarmament and arms control. The number of items reflecting that 

fact on the agenda of the First Committee has reached a record. Bilateral and 

multilateral considerations of disarmament reflect the determination and concern 

of the international community both to solve the various important problems in 

the field of disarmament and arms control and to end the unwarranted utilization 

of resources for arms production. 

My delegation, while appreciating some of the recent relevant and 

encouraging developments in the international arena, including the atmosphere 

of detente betYeen the super-Powers, cannot remain silent regarding urgent 

problems such as those at present under consideration by this Committee, towards 

the solution of Yhich no tangible progress has thus far been made by the 

international community. 

In the view of my Government, among the items at present under consideration 

nuclear disarmament merits prime consideration, for it is vital that that 

problem be finally solved in order that general and complete disarmament may be 

achieved. 

Afghanistan has acceded to the Non-Proliferation Treaty. The Review 

Conference on that Treaty took place in the early part of 1975. My delegation 

still maintains the belief that the Non-Proliferation Treaty, even with its now 

evident short-comings, is continuing to play a major part in the eventual avoidance 

of the awesome danger of nuclear war and the achievement of nuclear disarmament. 
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The main aim of the Review Conference was to give weight to the Treat~ 

and to increase its affectiveness and recognition. As a result, it can be 

stated that a new impetus is required to ~iv ~ credibility and viability 

to the concept of non-proliferation. Such a result can be achieved only if 

both political and technical measures are truly put into effect. It is not 

my intention to go into the details of such political and technical measures. 

I wish simply to state that unless the nuclear Powers take effective measures 

to stop the vertical as well as the horizontal proliferation of nuclear 

weapons the international community will inevitably be faced with the 

consequences of that nuclear proliferation. 

The Conference of the Committee on Disarmament (CCD), in addition to 

considerin~ the usual items, in the course of its deliberations in the past 

year studied, on the basis of the recommendation of the General Assembly, 

the issue of the prohibition of action to influence the environment and climate 

for military purposes. In that regard a useful discussion took place in the 

CCD. !<iy delegation hopes that, on the basis of the identical draft conventions 

presented by the United States and the Soviet Union, the CCD will be in a 

position to adopt a unanimous draft in the course of its future sessions. 

P.s a :rr:eans of preventinG the disseminaticn of nuclear weapcns, the creation 

of nuclear-free zones throughout the world has gained increasing momentum and 

support. 

As we are all well aware, the General Assembly adopted at its twenty-ninth 

session, on the initiative of the Finnish delegation, a resolution requesting 

~he Conference of the Committee on Disarmament to submit a study on nuclear-free 

zones during the present session of the General Assembly. The special report 

of the CCD on this importan~ subject is now available and at our disposal. 

The report is another successful achievement of the CCD during its session in 

the course of the current year. The study reflects various aspects of the 

agreements and disagreements which must be confronted in order that nuclear-free 

zones may be created and established around the world. In the view of my 

delegation, the report is of great importance in the creation of nuclear-free 

zones and gives valuable guidance to countries interested in the establishment 

and maintenance of such zones in their regions. 
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The Government of Afghanistan, as a matter of principle, has always 

supported and will continue to support the establishment of such zones in 

different parts of the world, especially in the area to which my country 

belongs. 

As it stated on this issue in the course of the general debate at the last 

session of the General Assembly, Afghanistan believes that it forms a part 

of the nuclear-free zone that should be established in the region of the 

Middle East on the msis of the proposal of Iran and Egypt. 

Afghanistan is of the view that the creation of such zones is closely 

linked to the non-prJlif~ration system which is reflected in the Treaty on 

the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons and thus should not be considered 

in isolation from that Treaty, to which it should in fact be complementary. 

!.'Jy delegation has ah1ays supported the banning of nuclear tests in all 

environments. It is unfortunate that to date there is no prospect of such 

a prohibition under strict and effective international control. The banning 

of atmospheric nuclear tests has failed to obtain universal acceptance. In 

our view it is essential that all nuclear Powers should accede to the partial 

test ban Treaty. 

With regard to the banning of underground nuclear tests, we welcome 

the initiative concluded at the summit talks held between the Soviet Union and 

the United States in July 1975 and look forward both to the coming into 

force of that Treaty and to its expansion into a broader multilateral agreement. 
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To that end, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics has submitted to the 

First Corr:r'littE:E: :;. draft proposFtl on the: cor..~· lcte and [E:neral prohibition of 

nuclear-weapon tests, which in principle r:.eets with our approval. \{e earnestly hope 

that that draft resolution will be adopted by the Corr~ittee. 

With respect to the activities of the CCD, it should be stated that during 

the course of the past years of its deliberations there has been no speci~ic and 

concrete achievement on the prohibition of chemical weapons, which in the view 

of my delegation is of crucial importance. l·~Y delegation wishes to clarify its 

position with regard to the necessity of re~ching an agreement on the effective 

prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of all kinds of 

chemical weapons and on their elimination from the arsenals of all States. 

My delegation has always supported any constructive proposals which would 

serve the irr,portant cause of general and complete disarmament. In this respect, 

on behalf of my delegation, I wish to state that we fully endorse the new proposal 

which has been presented by the delegation of the Union of Soviet Socialist 

Republics for the consideration of the First Committee regarding the item entitled, 

"Prohibition of the development and manufacture of new types of weapons of mass 

destruction and of new systems of such weapons". My delegation welcomes that 

proposal, the final aim of which is the halting of the arms race, thus providing a 

basis for the attainment of general and complete disarmament. It is for this 

reason that my delegation has become a sponsor of this new proposal of the Soviet 

Union and we earnestly hope that the Cor.nittee will be able to adopt it unanimously, 

and that the CCD, after thorough consideration of the draft agreement annexed to 

the draft resolution, will be able to draft a final agreement which will meet 

with the approval of the international community as a whole. 

With respect to the Indian Ocean item, we welcome the efforts of the Ad Hoc 

Committee for the Indian Ocean, as well as the efforts of the States !~embers of the 

United Hat ions in the region to rr:ake the Indian Ocean a zone of peace. f.Cy delegation 

is satisfied with the consultations undertaken for the convening of a conference of 

littoral and hinterland States of the Indian Ocean with a view to comple~enting 

the Declaration on the Indian Ocean already adopted ty the General Assembly. 
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The Ad Hoc Coffimittee on the World Disarmament Conference has ably pursued the 

s tudy of the question of such a conference within the framework of the candate 

entrusted to it by the General Assembly. r':y deleeation is of the view that that 

Corrmittee has once again been able to hi ghlight the general trend in favour of 

convening the conference, after adequate preparation has been rrade both in the 

preparatory stages and with regard to the final convening of the conference with the 

co-operation and participation of all nuclear-weapon States. I wish to reiterate 

the rosition of ~y delegation that we fully support the convening of such a 

conference and are confident of its successful outcome for disarJC1ament, on the basis 

of the decision adopted by the non-aligned countries. 

Those are some of the general views of my delegation on the items at present 

under consideration by this Committee. Among the various items before us we are 

considering the mid-term review of the Disarmament Decade. Unfortunately, it 

should be stated that the results so far are regrettably not encouraging. 

Nevertheless, we hope that the remaining second half of the Decade will be more 

promising and successful in achieving general and complete disarma~ent. We 

earnestly believe that with the full support of the international community, there 

is much more room for progress towards the attainment of the noble aims in the 

field of disarmament and arms control, My delegation will lend its full support 

to any measure or action during the present session which will facilitate the 

achievement of these noble ends. 

In conclusion, I wish to state that my delegation bas always been of the 

view that the role of the United Nations should be further developed and 

strengthened in all matters related to disarmament. On this assumption, we would 

also support any progressive rr.ea sures rec o~xending necessary guidelines to the 

Conference of the Committee on Disarmament, its work procedure andthe priority of 

the items under its consideration, in order to make the CCD and the United Nations 

more adequately responsive to the urgent needs of the international community on 

matters of disarmament. 
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11.rs. BORO:COHSKY (Cuba) (interpretation frcr-1 Spanish): Beyond 

doubt disarmament is one of the questions which most concern mankind. The very 

creation of the supreme world Organization, the United Nations, had as its basic 

aim the pursuit of peace, which is not an abstract term since it entails the 

attainment of such essential objectives as preserving future generations fror: the 

scourge of war, reaffiroing faith in the fundaoental rights of oan, creating conditions 

in which justice can be upheld, and promotinG social and economic progress, as well as 

zr:cny t:ore objectives •rhich are all contained in the Charter. 

Nevertheless, 30 years have elapsed and it is alarming to learn how rr~ch science 

and the latest technological advances serve the developr:ent of the war industry; and 

to see the enor~ous investment of material and financial resources, which zr:eans that 

more than $300 billion are spent yearly, while the larger part of the world lives 

in subhl~an conditions of poverty and disease. 

In analysing this never-ending rise in expenditure on the arms race we must 

approach this question from various angles. What prompts Governments to incur 

this military expenditure? The motives are not the same there are profound 

differences. The developing countries have been corr.pelled to invest enormous 

resources to increase'their defence capability. An example of this was otrr own 

country which, when the revolution triumphed, had to divert its attention from 

economic development to military preparedness so as to defend and consolidate the 

revolution. 
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\lith regard to the nuclear Powers, my dele~ation ·considers that we mus~ study in 

depth the policy of each one; we must not forget that it was the Soviet Union 

which first introduced the concept of general and complete disarr.arrent 

in this international forum. Nor should we forget either that the Soviet Union -

which is a nuclear Power -- has never used its military might to destroy 

defenceless peoples. 

In this connexion, rrr.f delegation considers it to be appropriate and timely 

to recall the words of our Prin:e Minister, Commander Fidel Castro, at the 

Fourth Conference of the Non-Aligned Countries which was held in Al-;iers two years 

ago: 

"Some, with obvious injustice and traditional ingrati tudP., and fon;etful of 

the real events and the profound and insuperable gap between the illinerialist 

and socialist regin:es, would ignore the glorious, heroic and extraordinary 

services rendered to mankind by the Soviet people, as though the crumbling 

of the colossal system of colonial domination which was deeply rooted 

throughout the world up til the Second Horld Far and the conditions which made 

possible the liberation of scores uuon scores of peoples forrrerly held 

under direct subjugation by the colonial Powers, the disappearance of 

capitalism in vast regions of the world and the emergence of forces which 

keep at bay the insatiable voracity and the aggressive spirit of 

imperialism, had noti,ing at all to do with the glorious October Revolution. 

;-Jithout the October Revolution and without the irr:.morte.l prowess of the Soviet 

people · -· which resisted first intervention and an imperialist blockade 

and later defeated fascist aggression and crushed it at the cost of 

20 million live~ and which has developed its technoloeJ and econorr:y at the 

cost of invincible effort and heroism without exploiting the labour of 

a single worker on earth -- the end of colonialism would not have been 

possible at all nor the combination of world forces which prompted the 

heroic struggle of so mariy peoples for their liberation." 

It is true that the first socialist State which emerged on the international 

scene has becon:e a military and economic Fower, but it is precisely because of 

that development that the Soviet Lnion has been able to provide generous and 

selfless aid to those that are strursglin,c:: to achieve and r:!aintain their complete 
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political, economic and social independence; Cuba has been a recipient of that 

aid and it was also internationalist aid and to a large extent that of the Soviet 

Union which contributed to makins the heroic and exemplary people of Viet-Ham 

victorious. Many peoples have been the recipients of that selfless aid. 

At a stage ~hen the collective dynamis~ of progressive forces 

is clearing the ~ay for a ne~ economic, political and social order, this 

Committee has to consider a large number of i terns on disarmament. Some have 

been considered for several years ~i thin the Organization, as ~ell 

as in other ccmpetent for~s. Other iterrs have betn on the agenda 

for a short time; and others are being dealt with for the first time at the 

present session of the General Assembly. 

Among the last-mentioned, some, ~hich have been included in our agenda on the 

initiative of the Soviet Union, are cutstanding. Such are, first, the ccnclusion 

of a treaty on the complete and general prohibition of nuclear-weapon te~ts; 

and secondly, prohibition of the development and manufacture of new types of 

~eapons of mass destruction and new systems of such weapons. lkf delegation 

considers that the Soviet proposals, as ~ell as the draft resolutions contained 

in documents A/C.l/1.707 and A/C.l/1.711 constitute an important contribution 

to halting the arms race which is fundamental for the strengthening 

of international peace and security. My delegation supports both draft 

resolutions. 

The question of chemical and bacteriological weapons has been the subject 

of lengthy and difficult debates and negotiations; fortunately a convention 

has been arrived at prohibiting the use of bacteriological weapons, and ~y country 

is a signatory to that convention. 

Nevertheless, on the question of chemical ~eapons no concrete solutions 

have been reached; an agreement of this type would strengthen the Geneva 

Protocol of 1925, and would represent a step fo~ard towards the primary objective, 

which is general and complete disarmament. The world community a~aits the 

achievement of so rational and humanitarian an agreement and recognizes 

those that are striving towards this end as opposed to those that attempt to put 

a brake on positive achievements to~ards the achiev(rnent of an e£reerr.ent that 

~ould prohibit the use of those ~eapons ~hich cause so much harm to the present 

' 
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generation. Tt is vital that future generations should not be threatened 

with the use of these horrible weapons; and that international resronsibility 

should provide the same brake it applies today on the use of nuclear weapons. 

Hapalm and other incendiary weapons and all aspects of their possible 

use can be analysed again, not only in this Committee but also at the 

forthcoming meeting of experts to be held in Lugano, Switzerland at the 

beginning of next year. Tl,U3 it will be possible before the Diplomatic 

Conference to arrive at constructive approaches leading to the 

prohibition of or restriction on the use of such weapons. 

• The idea of convening a world disarmament conference is ga1n1ng more 

and more. active and broad support from almost all countries of the world. 

Cuba supports the convening of that conference with the participation of 

all the States of the world, whether or not they are r.!embers of the United !'rations, 

countries large and small, nuclear and non-nuclear countries, in conditions 

of equality and with the same rights. That will be a new and appropriate universal 

forum in which disarrr.ament items can be effectively aired and thus will 

give significance and substance to the Disarmament Decade. 

tf,y delegation trusts that the Ad Hoc Committee on the 'Horld Disarmament 

Conference will continue to fulfil its mandate and work with broad powers so as to 

be able to adopt the necessary measures for the prompt convening of that conference. 

A most important task of the conference would be to consider all means to achieve 

general and complete disarmament under effective international control, 

and also to define the deadly economic and social consequences of the, arms 

race for mankind and to analyse thoroughly the relationship between 

disarmament and the socio-economic development which particularly affects the 

developing countries. 

In this respect we must bear in mind General Assembly resolution 

3093 (XXVIII) which deals with the reduction of the military budgets of 

States permanent members of the Security Council by 10 per cent and the 

utilization of part of the funds thus saved to provide assistance to developing 

countries. This could be one of the many ways gradually to 

lessen the enormous economic gap which exists between a small group of developed 

countries and the vast majority of developing countries. 
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at tte lant session of tr:e GeneraJ. Asse :nbly, :n, the prohi1lt,j0r, of' c~W ur. to 

influence the envir~nrr.ent and climate for n;i:itary and other f.vsi;iJe 1-' ' ll'!he~~ 

v;J-,ich are incorr;patitle v:ith the maintenar,ce of interuat1or.aJ se~urity, [,,1ma.r: 

v:ell-being and health. Everything oeem£ to indicate that tbis q•;PstluL vl:l, .l 

be successfully concluded and that a concrete agreerr.ent will te reacL,-,,3 :ln 

the near future. 

In trr: E,:.:c .:1. half of the Jeveloprrent :=-ecade, my delegaticns entertains 

the hope that at the end of the :Jecade, •·~her~ v:e rreet to consider •·1hat has been 

achieved, '\:e shall have a positive balance as regards effective measures for 

general and complete disarmarrent. To that end, it is essential that 

peace-loving countries unite their forces against those who intend to 

continue the arms race so as to rr~intain their political, economic and 

military domination in the ·world. T'he familiar slogan "divide and conquer" 

must have no place in the present era, an era in villich the forces of 

80cialisrn, anti-i~erialism, anti-colonialism and anti-neo-colonialism are 

being consolidated. 

;.'!-Jt:'t:>.e r ~.f.t positive results of detente and the principles of sovereign 

equa lity, respect for the rights inherent in sovereignty, non-recourse to the 

threat or use of force, territorial integrity of States, peaceful settlerrent 

of disputes, non-intervention in the internal affairs of other States, 

respect for human rights, equality of rights and self-determination of 

peoples and co-operation among States are to be extended to all regions of the 

v:orld will depend largely on the efforts and unity of those countries. 

To conclude, I should like to quote a phrase used in the General Assembly 

by our Prin:e Minister, Comrade Fidel Castro: "When this philosophy of 

despoilrr.ent disappears, the philosophy of war will have disappeared" 

(A/PV.872. para. 188). 
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'Ihe CHAIR!-1A...11J: At yE:sterday' s rreeting I rrade the :roint that- it 

vould te advisable to fix a deadline for the submission of draft resclut'ior,s, 

aDd I suggested Friday, 21 Novemter, but a little extra tirre for the 

submission of draft resolutions was requested. After further consultaticns 

v:i th sorr:e delegations, and taking into consideration the interest of the 

•:hole Committee, I have corre to the conclusion that perhaps it ;.;auld be 

advisable for us to set the evening of Monday 24 November as the deadlinE. 

in principle. If certain draft resolutions, for one reason or another, 

are not ready by then for subr:lission, v:e 1-Jill recousider the Jituatior.. at 

that particular tirre. 

My main concern is v:ith regard to those delegations vhich •1111 not 1::e 

participating in the consultations in coLnexi~n with the preparation of the 

draft resolutions. They certainly v:ill need tte tirre to study them, to r eport 

back to their Governn:ents and to av:ait instructions:~ and as ye shall l::;e 

pressed for tirre from the beginr.ing of next >.eek I think it only fair that 

all delegations be given an equal opportunity to consider matters on vihich 

they are going to vote or to participete in a consensus. 

Therefore, although ;.;e shall l::;e as flexible as possible in the Coffiffiittee 

in dealing vlith matters, I hope that ye can progress a 11 ttle faster. My 

concern is not merely to finish our v:ork in the allotted tirre, but also to 

give all delegations the equal opportunity to Yhich they are entitled. I 

hope that this approach meets 'ldth the approval of the Committee. 

The rreeting rose at 1.05 ~.m. 




